
Wod o 
rah...

Have a dog or a cat?



Wod o 
rah...

Be able to fly for one day 
or be completely invisible?



Wod o 
rah... Have a head the size of a 

watermelon or the size of a 
tennis ball?



Wod o 
rah... Have breakfast with a bear 

or dinner with a whale?



Wod o 
rah... Play at the beach or the 

snow?



Calne Pbem



Gas um
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Cal ririh as
What is the sum of the first 99 digits?

Aka:

1+2+3+4+5+6…+99 

He did this in less than a minute!



Ho d he 
do t?



Ho cud e se h?

Ma

Ves



Loty 
Tiks

You get 1 extra dollar each day 
for 30 days



Ho mh on ar o rel getg?



Name:

You must take of the 
the dog for 3 weeks, 
(21 days) for each day 
he gets to eat 1 extra 
treat. At the beginning 
he eats 2 treats. How 
many treats do you 
need to get?





Do you know what helps you make 
your point clear? Lists like this one:

● They’re simple 
● You can organize your ideas 

clearly
● You’ll never forget to buy milk!

And the most important thing: the 
audience won’t miss the point of your 
presentation



Cotig y or ha 1
Everyday you get the same 
amount as yesterday, plus 
an extra 2 of your favorite 
candy. How much candy will 
you have eaten by the end of 
the year?



Yo tun!
Your parents let you play Roblox for 15 minutes on 
Monday. On each of the next days, you get to play an 
extra 5 minutes. How many hours of Roblox do you play 
by the end of the week?



Anhe Qeto!

Venus has a 
beautiful name, 
but it’s terribly hot

Ves
Mercury is the 
closest planet to 
the Sun

Mecy03 04

You walk by increasing multiples of 4 steps everyday. If you walk 100 steps 
on the first day, how many steps will you walk in total by the 10th day? 



What is the following 
sum?

6+12+18…+540 



Bo & Boli

Bob: We should buy 200 golf balls, 
which can last for the rest of the year. 
Bobalina: No, we should buy 1 ball on 
the first day of the year. Every fifth day 
after that we can buy 1 more ball than 
the previous time. 
Bob: That’s too COMPLICATED! Does 
that give us more balls?
Bobalina: Try it!



Calne Pbem!

In a room, there is a person who know 1 word, a person who knows 2 words, a 
person who knows 3 words, all the way to 1,000 words. Assume that all 
these people know different words. How many words do the 1,000 people in 
the room know collectively?


